The endothermal CO 2 adsorption were found by placing the molecule on different sites of the CuFeS 2 (110)_I surface. These sites are introduced as follows:
: Perpendicular to the surface in the z-direction on top of the Fe sub2 atom in the second atomic layer. Figure S1(b) : Perpendicular to the surface in the z-direction in sublayer and close to the Fe suf4 in the space of the molecular ring, which contains of Fe sub2 , Fe suf4 , Cu sub1 , and three S atoms.
Figure S1(c):
Perpendicular to the surface in the z-direction in sublayer and close to the Cu suf3 in the space of the molecular ring, which contains of Cu sub1 , Cu suf3 , Fe sub1 and three S atoms.
Figure S1(d):
Perpendicular to the surface in the z-direction in sublayer and in the middle of the space of the molecular ring, which contains of Fe sub2 , Fe suf4 , Cu sub1 , and three S atoms.
Figure S1(e):
Parallel to the surface in the y-direction in sublayer in the middle of the space of the molecular ring, which contains of the Fe suf1 , Fe sub1 , Cu suf1 , and three S atoms. 
